
Physics from 1900 onward 
Harris, Chapter 1 



 Mechanics: 1600 – 1800 
 Newton’s laws of motion 

 Electricity and Magnetism: 1700 – 1900 
 Maxwell’s equations 

 Thermodynamics: 1800 – 1900 
 Three laws of thermodynamics 



 What did most physicists think about their field in 
1900? 

• There was a general sense of accomplishment and 
confidence in their approach 
• many phenomena had been explained 
• many questions had been answered 

 



The more important 
fundamental laws and facts 
of physical science have all 
been discovered, and these 
are so firmly established that 
the possibility of their ever 
being supplanted in 
consequence of new 
discoveries is exceedingly 
remote. 
 
A.A. Michelson, Light Waves and Their Uses,  
University of Chicago Press, 1903 



 However there were still a few troubling questions. 



The beauty and clearness of 
the dynamical theory, which 
asserts heat and light to be 
modes of motion, is at 
present obscured by two 
clouds. 
1. Motion of the earth 

through the ether. 
2. Maxwell-Boltzmann 

doctrine regarding the 
partition of energy. 

 
Proceedings of the Royal Institution,  
Friday April 27, 1900 



 
 Precession of the perihelion of Mercury 
 Speed of light predicted by Maxwell’s equations 
 Emission spectrum of hot objects 
 Heat capacities of solids at low temperatures 
 Discrete emission spectrum of gases 
 Stability of atoms 





 Maxwell’s theory of electromagnetic waves gave a 
prediction for the speed of light: 

𝑐𝑐 =
1
𝜇𝜇0𝜀𝜀0

≈ 3.00 × 108 m/s 

 
 But speed with respect to what? 

 Is there a preferred reference frame? 
 And if you moved with respect to that, would you see 

light traveling at a different speed? 
 



 Hot objects emit light. 
 As the temperature 

increases, the color 
changes 
 dull red, ~1000˚F 
 orange, ~ 2000 ˚F 
 yellow, ~ 2500 ˚F 

 Why does this happen? 
 Why this sequence?  

 





 When light strikes a metal 
surface, electrons may be 
ejected. 

 If they are ejected, it 
happens without delay. 

 The energy of the electrons 
depends on the color 
(frequency or wavelength) 
of the light. 

 But classical physics 
predicted that intensity 
not color should determine 
the energy. 



 To raise the temperature 
of 1 mole by        requires 
heat energy of amount 
 

 For a crystalline solid, the 
DuLong-Petit Law says 

 𝑐𝑐 𝑉𝑉 = 3𝑅𝑅 ≈ 25 J
mol∙K

 

 This is a good prediction 
for high temperatures, but 
not for low ones.  
 What happens at low T? 



 Dilute gases, when 
electric currents pass 
through them, emit 
light, but only certain 
“discrete” colors. 

 Why?  And what 
determines the colors? 

 Must have something to 
do with the structure of 
the gas atoms. 
 But what? 



 If electrons orbit the 
nucleus, they must 
accelerate. 

 But accelerating charges 
radiate energy. 

 If the electrons lose 
energy as they orbit, why 
don’t they fall into the 
nucleus? 



 Relativity 
 Einstein (with hints from Lorentz) 

 
 Quantum Mechanics 

 Planck, Einstein 
 Bohr, de Broglie  
 Schrödinger, Heisenberg 
 … and many others 
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